Abstract-This paper discusses the reconstruction of seasurface photo imaging based on Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) scanning observation, the new framework consists of three phases. Firstly, we set the angles and range of the image to perform the scanning to get the pixel coordinates of seasurface image in x and y direction respectively. Secondly, we get the continuous signal and sampled by using aperture filter and combine the patches into the piecewise form to achieved the smoothly reconstruction. Finally, we applied the adaptive filter to increases the resolution of the image and to filter out the noise present in the image. The proposed method demonstrates the better reconstruction of sea-surface image. In addition we performed error simulation and the noise evaluation of the aperture filter, and it is noted that the error is significantly reduced compared with other method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem occurs of non-uniform sampling, and reconstruction has been received the considerable attention from the researchers in the past decades, indeed the sampling and reconstruction for a band limited signal when there is no reconstruction of the distribution of sampling [1] . The technology of the Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) refers to a radar system operating at optical frequencies that uses a laser as a photon source, it has found great application, likewise, geology, geography and so on [2] , [3] and is not done by using that application in a photo image. The solution of the problem of reconstruction of photo image ocean surface which is based on the concept of LIDAR scanning mechanism and adaptive filter method is very vital in real application. We have seen that the previous work has been done in biomedical application using the line integrals of real projection data to reconstruct the discrete image [4] , and some of the algorithms have been proposed to reconstruct the radiometric image by integrating each pixel over the time [5] , but this technique work efficiently by defining the higher temperature level.
The reconstruction of photo imaging ocean surface is very 
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Caiyun Wang is with College of Astronautics Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing 210016, China (e-mail: wangcaiyun@nuaa.edu.cn). different in previous approaches, some reconstructions using filtered back projection were depended on the geometrical view of the image [4] . And some methods using integrated each pixel corresponding to the time and likewise, the qualities of the image only were depended on the time respectively [5] . Reconstruction of sea image have been used based on sparse method which is famous technique but require large amount of calculation [6] . And some methods were used only to suppress an additive noise in a continuous image sequence by adaptive filtering method [7] . In the past, the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging using randomly sampled data to reconstruct the image based on the compressed sensing (CS) theory, which is the more common and efficient method for sensing signals used [8] . Once getting the reconstruction image, the resolution would be the main problem, and normally, it could not obtain the highresolution image [9] had forward to over sampling method to overcome this problem [9] , it did by the scanning mechanism with different values to achieve the highest resolution reconstructed image [10] , figured out the ocean waves and developed method to evaluate the behavior by using Flash LIDAR.
Some reconstructions of the image by scatterometer imaging method have been defined but there are some restrictions to a reconstruction operator [11] . In addition, some work in past decades considered to provide the resolution of image by only the multiple frame of the low resolution, noisy image which has some limitations because of the frames contain noises [12] . Band limited reconstruction by using multidimensional was depended on sine function involve by using Cartesian geometry, which is done by irregular sampling [13] . There were some limitations when it was applied the Aerial Laser Scanning it was restricted to the surface modeling [14] , and some of the methods previously done, likewise, the reconstruction of the CT images were based on the Shearlet transformation, which has been mainly applied in biomedical imaging but causes artifacts [15] . In some cases solution presented in the LMS algorithm to provide the higher resolution has some restriction [16] . And it was used adaptive filter for image resolution by defining with LIDAR scanning mechanism, and some method is depended on the selection of the operator to do the reconstruction of the image [17] .
Our objective is to get reconstructed photo imaging of ocean surface by using Aperture Filter sampling techniques by scanning mechanism of LIDAR and then process by an adaptive filter to enhance the better reconstructed image, finally the model described for image reconstruction is simple and exactly reconstruction. We adopt the Flash Muhammad Sameer Sheikh, QunSheng Cao, and Caiyun Wang Aperture Filter and Adaptive Filter Response for Reconstruction of Sea Surface Image Based on LIDAR Observation LIDAR scanning in two-dimensional (2D) case to achieve the maximum information about the image in order to reconstruct. Once we get the signal, we use aperture filtering sampling method to achieve the exact sampling of the signal, and after we reconstruct the pixel by smoothing kernel techniques in order to make it sharper and smooth, then after we apply the adaptive filter to an image to get the best resolution of the ocean surface image. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss about the modeling of the scheme and analysis as well as the patch selection. Section III presents the pixel reconstruction and resolution methodology. We perform the adaptive filtering in Section IV. In Section V we discuss about noise modeling of the aperture filtered samples. Section VI we discusses the simulation results and finally Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SCHEME MODELING AND ANALYSIS Fig. 1 is the geometrical view of the proposed model. It is assumed the LIDAR is assembled in the plane which is in the forward direction, above the sea level and the scanning parameters have been defined before a scan. The angle of the scanning is defined as Φ, N x and N y are the number of the coordinates corresponding to the pixels along in the horizontal and the vertical directions, respectively. The scanning plane is performed in 2D case, and the block diagram is shown in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 , we begin performing the LIDAR scanning by setup an angle and defining parameters in both x and y directions. An image is taken and performed the scanning by every point of the scanning to obtain the coordinates of the image corresponding to the pixel by using the MATLAB tool. Once the coordinates (x, y) of the images are achieved, it processes and converts the coordinates into the linear continuous signal form by defining and assuming parameters to get the signal in the continuous form. Our objective is not only the reconstruction of the ocean surface image, but also an emphasis on the high resolution photo image, so firstly we perform to sample the continuous signal by using the aperture filtering method, secondly we have defined the cubical geometry of the patch, which is very vital for the pixel reconstruction. In addition, we assumed that the reconstruction of the ocean surface is piecewise, and every patch does contain noise. From the noisy sample of the image, we apply adaptive filtering techniques corresponding to the LIDAR scanning to achieve the highest resolution reconstructed image
A. LIDAR Scanning Modeling Mechanism
The LIDAR is assumed to be assembled in the plane, and it performs scanning in the x-y plane shown in Fig. 3 . In order to make the efficient scanning pattern to get the maximum information of the ocean surface image, we start to scan the image by defining the parameter, and get the pixels of the each scanning point along the x and y directions to get the maximum information of the ocean surface image. scanning angle is Φ, n x and n y are the number of pixels along x-and y-direction, respectively. The image pixel of each coordinates (x, y) is discretized into a point (i, j) which is discussed in Section V. From Fig. 3 , using the traditional technology of data transformation. The image pixel information is converted a continuous one-dimensional (1D) signal form by gathered all data in both directions. It is assumed the defined signal has the cosine and sine functions for conversion of the signal [10] . (1) where is the coefficient of the scanning mechanism along the x-direction and k i is the constant parameter which creates harmonics amplitude. Similarly, the signal is obtained by scanning along y-direction. (2) where is the scanning coefficient along y-direction. Combining Eqns. (1) and (2) into a continuous signal to form reconstruct signal, the appropriate response of continuous signal is as follows [9] .
where k ij is the harmonic amplitude and the square root of the energy density spectrum, and and are the coordinates corresponding to the pixels in x and y directions, respectively. The coordinates corresponding to the pixel are converted into 1D linear expression.
The LIDAR scanning model in our design is based on the scanning rays, for all of the scannings we performed, we keep the LIDAR scanning rays is same for both x and y direction respectively, if we don't keep the same rays, scanning for both directions, so it might be possible that we may lose the information when reconstructed the image, the general rays scanning direction shown in Fig. 3 , then it performed the scanning on the original image to get the coordinates of the image corresponding to the pixels. In order to make it is easier to operate, is replaced by the total reconstruction signal , that is,
Eq. 5 is the simplified form of the Eq. 4, which is representing the 1D continuous form of the signal.
B. Sampling Theory and Methodology
The sampling way is very vital to digital signal processing, some of the methods that have been applied to reconstruct the image from sparse data, but violate the Nyquist spatial sampling criteria [18] . It is widely known that the sampling theory is restricted to finite sample numbers, and thus the signal is band limited and continuous periodic. When a practical signal is reconstructed, it causes so the aliasing effect, the periodic signal is considered with a band limited, so aliasing effect is negligible in this case. In general, the aperture of the sampling performed is larger than the sampling space, and there is no cross talk or overlapping between the adjacent pixels. If the band limited by frequency is imposed by aperture function, every aperture function is band limited, thus the sampling performed on the continuous signal is same as the sampling performs on the band limited signal, otherwise, and higher bandwidth is used to minimize the aliasing effect [11] . The sampling produces sequences, which the samples represent the values of the original image signal. They are express as following: (6) where is represented the aperture filtered samples, which the samples represent the pixel values of the original signal, N is the total number of the samples, A is the sampling operator of the band limited signal and apply on the signal samples The discretization of the signal from the use of the aperture filtered sample is basic requirement of reconstruction to the ocean surface high-resolution image.
C. Patching Selection and Transformation
The patch is presented in an image as a bag of sampled patches on a regular grid, and each pixel is considered as a basic element of an image, editing of an image can be done shuffling of the patches on the image. The previous researches have been done by inverting the patches to reconstruct an image [19] , [20] , but this cause blurriness in an image. Fig. 4 is the geometrical view of the patch of the constant window size is assumed, likewise, width and height of the patch, when we performed the reconstruction of the pixel based on the patch, each patch contains noisy samples. This noise effect of the samples presented in the patch is less than the conventional filter because the aperture filter has a tendency to have less cross talk between the neighboring pixel. We assumed as the center point at the mid of the patch, the variations in the samples depend on the geometrical view of the patch as well as the noise level present in the sample.
It is assumed that reconstructed ocean surface image is a piecewise smooth surface in a cubical format [5] . To get the accurate piecewise smoothness of an image, it is considered the neighboring pixels present in the patch to get the maximum information of the reconstruction of the surface, a cubical model has been introduced shown in Fig. 5 , which the patch contains samples and as well the neighboring samples. The size of the patch can be found by the mean and standard deviation. The cubical window size for each pixel is evaluated, which contains the samples in the patch. In order to evaluate the window size of each pixel, then, (7) where v j is the ratio of variation of the samples located inside the patches which have the certain height and width. p j stands for j th patch, is the standard deviation of the samples, and μ pj is the means. Our goal is to find the size of the patch. It needs to find the mean and standard deviation [5] . Each patch has the same geometry and dimension which we described earlier. As we used aperture filtering sampling the noise interference between pixels is minimized used this method.
III. PIXEL RESOLUTION AND RECONSTRUCTION
The pixel reconstruction is very essential parts of the reconstruction of images. In order to compute the value of the pixel the aperture filter is adopted, and some aliasing effect is deleted. There is an inverse proportional relationship the distance and weight of the sample because each sample contains noise in the sample within the patch of the defining cubical model, and weight is introduced in each sample that would enable us to reconstruct the pixels by evaluating the noise level in each sample. Hence the value of each pixel reconstruction has been done by convolving the kernel with a patch [5] . When in the reconstruction phase of pixel values, we need to determine the noise level present in each sample, let assume in our geometrical model as shown above where is the distance from the center point of the patch and this distance varies according to the geometrical design of the patch, but in our case, the width and height assume to be constant. The method of the LIDAR reconstructed image is the piecewise smooth, when we reconstruct the signal, there is a possibility of the variation of the samples because of the geometry and there is some possibility that some samples contain noise within the patch, this noise between adjacent pixels is less due to aperture filter. As we get the smooth distance the less noise level present in the patch, similar idea has been developed in matching stereo vision [21] .
where D i is the absolute distance between the centers of the cubical and Z is the noise present in the sample.The kernel smoothing technique is most widely used in medical image smoothing, in general, and it is simple to represent the weight sequence. In order to analysis the noise existed in the sample from an aperture filter by measuring the distance of the patch, the sample weight is defined in the reconstructed pixels.
(9)
The sample weight corresponds to the weighting kernel with variation in the scanning distance D i , and it is to be a piecewise smooth. There are lots of methods to kernel smoothing, likewise, using cubical spline function, Multi quadratic spline function is adopted expressed as follows [5] . (10) The choice of parameters for smoothing the kernel is very critical selection of the accurate response, where parameter β is constant, 2L is the multi quadratic order, and
is the parameter to control the smoothness of the kernel. The higher the value of the distance is, the more the smoothness of a kernel has.
IV. ADAPTIVE FILTER METHOD
We discuss about the resolution problem occurred in the image and its methods to overcome the problem and to overcome the blurriness presented in the reconstructed image previous work has been done by implementing of the different image by estimation tools [21] . Assume x(t) represent a reconstructed image at time t, it is the discrete time measurement, and assumes that ideal reconstructed image is a high-resolution image y(t).
(11) where C is the decimation matrix with [ ], M is the resolution of the reconstructed image x(t), N is the resolution of the ideal image y(t).
is the blur at the with resolution [ ] of the image. Our objective is to get the high resolution reconstructed image by using adaptive filtering method and as well as to minimize the blurness present in the reconstrued image to do, so we use adaptive filtering techniques we define here in matrix form, where. And is the error present in the image at time t, it is assumed that random noise is present in the image, when we get the reconstructed image. (12) where is [ ] matrix, is the error, and random noise is assumed in image. Eq. (12) is an ideal image reconstructed at time t, and let the x(t, j) is the reconstructed ocean surface image from the original an image y(t), then combining Eq. (11), we get N reconstructed images as follows, (13) where E(t, j) is the error of the reconstructed image and the original image at t. The LIDAR scanning at time and is the reconstructed image,
Eq. (14) is the model error, we need to minimize the reconstruction error by partial differentiate using Eq. (13).
V. NOISE MODELING
In this part, we need to estimate that how much noise adds to aperture filter samples, we reconstructed the image of the aperture filtered, which contains some noise. Noise model of the system is based on the assumptions. We have aperture filtered samples adds with zero-mean random noise , and is the aperture filter samples which contained noisy samples, so that the noise model is formed like as follows, (15) is the aperture function which is band limited that apply on the signal samples in Eq. (6), to get the better and high resolution of the reconstructed image. Now we are driving the estimation of the noise present in the sample by using Cramer Rao lower bound [22] . And have the minimum covariance for our estimation noise model, we developed the likelihood function as, when it will aperture filter sampling, we neglect constant parameter, because it is fixed parameter and we keep it constant so that it does not affect the signal and the aperture coefficient , we are driving the estimation of the noise present in the sample by using the Cramer Rao lower bound and it is widely used for estimation of the parameters [22] . is the noise. We are driving the CRLB form of our signal to estimate the noise contained by aperture filter. (17) Eq. (17) is the Fisher information matrix, we take a partial derivative of the signal when the scanning is performed in idirection, similarly in j-direction, respectively. (18) In Eq. (18) the variance of the noise estimation of the aperture filtered samples from the aperture filtered samples, which contain noise will be greater that the CRLB. We applied the scanning mechanism of the LIDAR from Fig. 3 , to get the maximum information of the image. It has calculated that the optimal scanning angle Φ is 25 o , it makes sure getting the maximum image scanning. It is found that the angle is selected less than 25 o , it loses useful information of the image when we get reconstructed image, in addition selection of the scanning distance, is a critical choice, which is based on the original ocean surface image. The scanning distance is based on the size of the image, if we select, the less distance we cannot get the whole image information to be processed, and we may loss pixels information's to avoid that we choose the optimal scanning so the distance ranges are selected from 10 to 20 meters in the scanning range.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In Fig. 6 we consider as an input photo images which has a boat on the ocean surface with the image size of 177 x 288 pixels, the ocean image dark image with image size of 360 x 480 pixels, and the ocean surface sunlight image with size of 177 x 288 pixels respectively. We set the angle of the LIDAR scans Φ = 25 o when we are performing the scanning in the both directions of the image. Fig. 6 is the comparison of the proposed method of scanning of 5 and 7 with the method [1] , the images of the ocean surface reflected by boat, dark light image and the sunlight effect have been taken as input images as shown in column (a). The reconstruction of the ocean surface images by using the method proposed [1] is in column (b) the reconstruction of image reflected by boat that the pixels and useful information have lost we cannot recover the whole images by using that method. We just recovered the some parts of the image, and useful pixel information is missing we just only found the some boundary pixel, as in the dark image we recover the some of the pixels information but blurriness present in the image, in addition when we reconstruct the sunlight image.
The reconstruction of ocean surface by scanning mechanism of 5 as shown in column (c), we set the angle Φ of the LIDAR scanning as 25 o , this angle is the optimal parameter and performing one scanning of LIDAR and apply adaptive filter in order to get the reconstructed image. In column (c) is shown the enhanced reconstructed ocean surface image reflected by boat, by now performing the LIDAR scanning by increasing the range to 5 meters to cover the maximum parts of the image and applies adaptive filter, this image is better than the first image, we get a better resolution image and recover the maximum information. For dark image after 5 scanning meters, we achieved the good resolution of the reconstructed image compare with the method [1] less blurriness and clear image with mostly pixels have been recovered. In a sunlight image we cannot recover the image parts, and lost all information when we applied the method [1] , but after applying scanning to the 5 meters, we reconstruct the some parts of the image successfully and get some useful information, but some pixels are still missing.
The reflected image by boat in column (d) as we increased the LIDAR scanning range from 5 to 7 meters, and apply the adaptive filter. It is found we achieved the high resolution reconstructed image comparatively with method [1] and as well as the scanning with the 5, it is noted that as we increased the range of LIDAR scanning we get, the high resolution reconstructed image. Similarly for dark image we have been applied the same method now we get the better resolution reconstructed image, and recover the maximum pixel information, and for the sunlight image we achieved the good resolution image as compared to the method [1] . It is noticed that we recover the maximum information about the image, indeed by increasing the number of scanning distances will get the better reconstruction, but it also depends upon the sampling methods as well. In order to evaluate the performance of reconstructing the high resolution ocean surface image, which is the graphical analysis between our method and the conventional method [1] , we have performed 500 samples. We have defined the decimation matrix C as constant and the variable H is the blur matrix depended on the LIDAR scanning. From Fig. 7 , it has obtained the aperture filter sample. Our sampling is based on the continuous signal construct from the axes coordinates of the image from the LIDAR scanning mechanism performed in two-dimension case. In Fig. 7 , at the middle when sampling is nearly 175 samples, it is the critical zone, where the two graphs are overlapping, hence the error is also the same, once the samples have increased to 300. The presented method error is less than the conventional method, and it is continuously less. In Fig. 8 , it is plotted the graphical representation of with the distance according to Eq. (10) by defining the value of parameter L in order to get the performance of the filter. The selections of β and L are very essential. This value does affect the performance of the kernel behaviors. The response of the filter is different when L is equal to 1. When it reaches to 3 the responses of the filter are identical, it is highlighted that the increasing the value of L we get the smooth kernel response of the filter.
In Fig. 9 is demonstrated the comparison of our noise model with theoretical CRLB bound. The impact of the noise correlation has been evaluated of the signal which contained the aperture noisy sample, the response results shown that noise correlation is quite important, and the performance of the response is increasing, and the error has been decreasing shown is also less, the noise by using the aperture sampling method is significantly minimized to see Fig.9 . We derive the CRLB of our noise signal model. The number of samples are taken as 50, and σ 2 = 0.5. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A new approached method has been presented to reconstruct the ocean surface image, which is based on the LIDAR scanning mechanism and sampling by aperture filter. To enhance the resolution of reconstructed image, we use an adaptive filter by defining the LIDAR scanning mechanism. The scheme, based on the scanning of the ocean surface in two-dimensional sampling. We have defined the cubical patch to reconstruct the pixel and as well the estimation of the noise present in the patch by measuring the distance. We have obtained the better piecewise reconstruction, and we have smoothed the kernel by defining the weight with distance assign the weighting kernel. The adaptive filter has been used for the image corresponding to the LIDAR scanning to get the best resolution image and to minimize the blurring present in the image. Our method has been presented better reconstruction of the ocean surface photo image and has obtained better resolution, and resolution gets better as we increase the scanning distance in addition it acquired less memory and computational time. 
